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CHAOTICA “Prison of Decay”

CHAOTICA returns from the underground to unleash 
their newest contribution to the next generation of 
alternative music. Their electronic rock appeal still 
remains true to the best of CHAOTICA's hard-edged 
metal roots, but has evolved to push the envelope of 
their hybrid sound. Abrasive yet digestible, angry yet 
intelligent, “Prison of Decay” has the right balance of 
angst and sing-alongability.

CHAOTICA's sophomore album “Prison of Decay” 
contains 12 songs of ground-breaking electronic rock, 
with energetic beats, distorted guitars, satirical lyrics, 
and intelligent song composition. With the right 
combination of sex appeal, raw talent, and originality, 
CHAOTICA brings a marketable approach to an 
alternative genre. If you like bands like Linkin Park, 
Powerman 5000, Rob Zombie, Nine Inch Nails, 
Static-X, KMFDM, Celldweller, Gravity Kills, Stabbing 
Westward, Marilyn Manson, Dope, Crossbreed, 
Spineshank, and Godhead, you'll dig CHAOTICA.
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Band Biography

CHAOTICA is an electronic rock band created by Danny Chaotic, who 
writes, performs, produces, and records the majority of the music on the 
band's albums. Originally formed in Fort Wayne, Indiana in 1997, 
CHAOTICA offers high-energy music composed of a combination of 
elements from industrial, metal, techno, dance, and alternative rock. 
With haunting subject matter, catchy melodies, and addictive hooks, 
CHAOTICA delivers a dark perspective on humanity while offering an 
aggressive new breed of "post-modern" rock with intelligent song writing 
and a fresh futuristic sound.

Discography:

• Turbocharger (LP, 1999, Self-released)
• Where Was God? (EP, 2001, Self Released)
• gODHEAD: Eleanor Rigby Remixed (EP, 2001, Priority Records)
• Offset Impact (LP, 2002, Self-released)
• Prison of Decay (LP, 2006, Cold Fusion Records)

    CHAOTICA also recorded songs featured in the following compilations:

    • Virtually Alternative Vol. 127 (Virtually Alternative, 2001) • Extreme Essentials Vol. 3 (WEJE, 1999)
    • Modrox New Music Sampler Vol. 16 (2001)   • Extreme Essentials Vol. 4 (WEJE, 2000)
    • Annihilation & Seduction (BLC Productions, 2003)  • Extreme Essentials Vol. 5 (WXTW,2001)
            • Extreme Essentials Vol. 6 (WXTW, 2002)

History:

Danny Chaotic created the CHAOTICA project in 1997 when he began writing industrial-metal music for his first full 
length album, which would later be titled Turbocharger when it was independently released by CHAOTICA in 1999. 
Soon after, Danny Chaotic recruited talented local musicians to take CHAOTICA's music to the stage while living in 
Fort Wayne, Indiana. CHAOTICA's live act performed at local venues in the Midwest, often times filling clubs to 
capacity due to their high-intensity stage antics and over-stimulating light and video effects.

For 4 years running, CHAOTICA won local radio contests to appear on compilation albums produced by area 
commercial radio station X-102 WEJE (later WXTW) consisting of the hottest local talent. CHAOTICA began 
receiving notable airplay from college and commercial radio stations from 2001-2002, especially when they 
released their limited-production remix album entitled Offset Impact.

CHAOTICA moved on to work with Marilyn Manson's now defunct record company "Posthuman Records" to remix 
the Beatles' "Eleanor Rigby" covered by the national recording artist gODHEAD. Following that, Danny Chaotic 
moved to Phoenix, Arizona where he began recording tracks for the band's sophomore album, Prison of Decay.

CHAOTICA finished Prison of Decay in August of 2006, but the first single from the album would not hit the 
airwaves until late 2007. "Unstable" was a hit on commercial radio across the U.S. and charted in the Top 50 of the 
FMQB Alternative Radio Charts after getting specialty and regular rotation airplay on commercial stations. 
"Unstable" also garnered a strong show of support on the web, as it helped the band achieve over 50,000 song 
plays on MySpace, catapulting them to the Top 20 MySpace Industrial Artists in the U.S. The music video for 
"Unstable," was released in 2007 and made its way across regional cable networks nationwide.

Soon to follow, CHAOTICA released "When She Falls" in 2008, their second single from Prison of Decay and 
featured “FUTURSTATE Clothing” in their  music video for "When She Falls" as part of an endorsement deal.

CHAOTICA is currently releasing music through indie label Cold Fusion Records via a non-exclusive publishing 
agreement, and is seeking licensing deals and major label involvement with their future musical projects.



"...One act [major labels] might want to give a close listen to is Chaotica 
whose music was just added to hometown alternative radio..."
- Radio & Records

"Chaotica's sound - and look - is unlike anything 
else on the local scene."
- Journal Gazette

"Defiantly original, Chaotica is difficult to pull yourself away from."
- Matt Jericho (WXEG X-103.9 - Dayton, OH)

"A great new sound in a world of redundancy."
- Steve Tushar (Carbon 12, Fear Factory, 16-Volt)
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What people are saying about

"...If you are ready to get your ass kicked by 
a band, you've come to the right place. This 
CD is phenomenal. Chaotica has one of the 
most intense stage performances I've ever 
seen from a local band."
- Virtually Alternative

"Chaotica is reminiscent of Nine Inch Nails' 
synthetic, razor-edged sound - but with an 
added element of freshness and originality..."
- Whatzup Magazine

"Cyber-charged rock/industrial Chaotica has 
had Midwest throngs in a frenzy with its 
riveting sound. The group has generated a 
strong show of support."
- Virtually Alternative
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Marketing & Promotion

www.myspace.com/chaoticamusic

With over 50,000 song plays and profile views, and over 
17,000 “fans,” CHAOTICA has charted in the “Top 20 
U.S. Industrial Artists” on MySpace Music.

Merchandise

CHAOTICA supplements their media catalog 
with over 20 types of popular shirt styles for 
both guys and girls. Everything from T-shirts, 
sweatshirts, tanks, hoodies, camisoles, and 
more with several designs to choose. Shirts 
are available from the band’s official website.

Contact CHAOTICA

CHAOTICA 
c/o: Cold Fusion Records

530 E. Hunt Highway, Suite 103-297
Queen Creek, AZ 85243

Fax: 480-626-8021
E-mail: band@chaoticamusic.com

www.chaoticamusic.com
www.myspace.com/chaoticamusic

Music Videos

CHAOTICA has released several music videos to date 
which have aired on regional music video programs such 
as Video Hits!, JBTV, Hit Records Ent., and PowerPlay.

Radio Airplay

CHAOTICA’s music has received airplay in both specialty 
and regular rotation on mid to large market alternative 
commercial radio stations across the U.S. and has charted 
in the “FMQB Top 50 Alternative Specialty Airplay Charts.”

Some stations that have aired CHAOTICA’s music include:

KUPD (Phoenix)
KFMA (Tucson)
KMRJ (San Diego)
KRQR (Chico)

WPLA (Jacksonville)
WTFX (Louisville)
WEND (Charlotte)
WSFM (Wilmington)

KTEG (Albuquerque)
WXEG (Dayton)
KACV (Amarillo)
XM Squizz


